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Bluegrass developer team achieves 95% aggregate for
MongoDB certification

The Bluegrass development team recently underwent weeks of assignments and a lengthy online exam to become
MongoDB certified. MongoDB is an open-source, document-oriented database, allowing for JSON-like documents to be
stored with dynamic schemas.

Collectively, the team achieved an aggregate of 95%.

"We are very proud of the team, and we've come to expect nothing less as the standard set is consistently high. They're
a passionate, hardworking bunch and it shows in all that they do." - Mark Hawkins, Director of Operations.

Bluegrass pride themselves on consistently encouraging the growth and development of their team members' skillsets, by
offering online training courses for all employees and nurturing one of the company's core values of 'Developing
Innovation'.

About Bluegrass Digital

We are a global creative technology company specialising in UX, web and mobile development.

Having partnered with best-in-class Content Management Systems and with offices in London, Cape Town, Johannesburg
and Lagos, we service a variety of global clients.

We proudly partner with creative agencies to discreetly deliver on the technical execution of mobile and web projects. We
also produce large scale web and content management platforms for big brands directly.

www.bluegrassdigital.com
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Bluegrass Digital

We help businesses transform and succeed in a digital world through insight-led customer experience,
innovation and technology built to scale.
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